The Light Within
an inquiry into the true practice of zen
with

Bertrand Tenrin Cailleretz
senior monk at Zen Monastery Kanshoji

Zenubian Studio
136 Hither Green Lane
London SE13 6QA
“If you are unable to find truth where you are,
where else do you expect to find it?” — Master Dogen

February 9, 2019
1:30 - 5 PM
Discovering Zen

February 10, 2019
8:30 AM - 4 PM
Zen Day

an afternoon for those who an opportunity to immerse
have heard of zen
yourself in a day of
and would like to find out
zazen, the heart of zen
more about it
practice

Bertrand Tenrin started practicing Zen in 1992 and became a zen monk in the year 2000.
He is a disciple of Taiun Faure, abbot of Kanshoji Zen Monastery in France.
He first stayed with Taiun Roshi in La Gendronnière Zen Temple from 1997—2002.
He has since lived in Kanshoji from its foundation in 2002.
Bertrand Tenrin is the head gardener and responsible for the temple grounds and surroundings.

Saturday
9 February 2019
Discovering Zen

Sunday
10 February 2019
Zen Day

Fee £15

Fee £25

Concessions available

Concessions available

The afternoon will include a talk and an
introduction to zazen, the heart of zen
practice.
There will be tea and an opportunity to
ask questions.
Newcomers and experienced
practitioners are welcome.

This day is dedicated to the practice of
zen and zazen including the traditional
ceremonies.
Those who are present on the
Saturday are also welcome to
participate, even for part of the day.
Lunch will be provided.
Please wear dark loose clothing.

Perfectly balanced and still,
pushing the ground with the knees,
the spine stretched towards the sky,
leaning neither forward nor backward.
Moment after moment, we simply erase
all unnecessary tensions in the body,
all intentions in the mind.
It is through this practice that
Shakyamuni became Buddha.

Venue
Zenubian Studio
136 Hither Green Lane
London SE13 6QA
Ladywell Station (20 mins walk)
Hither Green Station (15 mins walk)
From Lewisham Station:
Bus 225
Bus 181

For more information
Email: brockleyzen@gmail.com
Telephone: (020) 8699 4753

For registration
www.zeninlondon.org
and follow the link to the events

